What to Bring to Vavaghio Guest House
Please use the following as a guide and not a complete list:
Clothing






Shorts and t-shirts are generally all that you require (cotton/ breathable/ quick
dry fabrics are best)
A long sleeve top and trousers are advised for cooler/wet weather
Flip-flops/jandals are adequate footwear
A light waterproof rain jacket for boat trips and wet weather
Swimwear

Other











Insect repellent is essential to protect against the mozzies (they are only a
problem in the evenings and mosquito nets are provided for the beds)
Sun screen is essential and sunglasses and hat will complement your sun
protection
A good torch is a useful item
Snorkel gear is highly recommended. We have some sets but may not have
enough or your size.
If you want to spear fish, you should bring your own spear gun
Bring fishing gear if you want to fish in the style you are accustomed to; Local
line fishing is with hand line (both bait fishing and trolling) so you may want to
bring your favourite rod. Lures that are suitable for tuna & pelagics should work
well here (red & white seems to be the best colour combo). Fish sizes vary
hugely from smallish reef fish to large bottom-dwellers & pelagics, so hook and
line sizes for bait fishing need to cover these ranges. Some hooks are available
locally, but lures are limited and tend to be a bit expensive. Shallow divers work
well on Spanish Mackerel and Giant Trevally. The larger fish are meat-eaters
and so wire trace is essential is you don't want to lose your collection of lures!!
Surfboards; a couple of shortboards should be sufficient, maybe a step-up board
in case the surf jacks up a notch during your stay. Spare fins, a couple of
leashes, tropical wax, rash shirt for the sun (deffinitely no wetty top!!). Booties
can be handy for the reef.
Toiletries

